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Zones For Shot Selection

Direction Type Description
Straight Drop Risky attacking shot, only played from a 

strong position
Cross 
Court

Drop Very high risk attacking shot

Straight Lob Defensive high shot to back of court, safety 
shot gives time to recover

Cross 
Court

Lob Defensive shot, safer than straight lob as 
there is less likelihood of the ball going out 
on the side wall

Boast Lob 
(high)

High defensive boast. A shot played into 
the side wall that gives time to recover but 
often leads to a weak position for a player.

Boast Short 
(low)

Attacking boast that stays low. Usually 
played from a strong position as a 
changeup shot.

Straight Short Attacking shot played low and hard that 
stays short and near the side wall.

Shot selection based on a limited choice per zone

Based on Squash training patterns

1. INTRODUCTION



An aspect of human cognition that is not

captured in most cognitive architectures is

simulation. Imagination, and the use of

imagined visualisations, constitutes a conscious

result of simulation within human cognition. An

example of the use of simulation in an artificial

cognitive system is the Intuitive Physics Engine

(IPE), which uses simulation to understand

scenes [7].

Simulation as an engine of physical 

scene understanding

Peter W. Battaglia,1 Jessica B. Hamrick, 

and Joshua B. Tenenbaum

http://web.mit.edu/~pbatt/www/
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Simulation For Scene Understanding

• Imperfect Perception

• Non Deterministic Dynamic Worlds

• (In mathematics and physics, a deterministic system is a 

system in which no randomness is involved in the 

development of future states of the system).

• Using a 3D Engine

• Low Fidelity Simulation

• How good does it need to be to be useful?

• Giving the AI Something to Reason With

1. INTRODUCTION



Squash Terminology

1. INTRODUCTION

It provides both a physics

challenge (tracking and hitting the

ball), and a cognitive challenge

(playing a good tactical game to

out-manoeuver an opponent).



Predictive Thinking

Blue AI Player – Making decision

Opponent – just played shot



Predicting
9.050  PLAYER-ONE  PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED TEST-
SHOT-Z22-Z23-STHI
Testing shot 51 0
better predicted value 2 for 51

First

Second

Third



Predicting
9.250  PLAYER-ONE  PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED TEST-
SHOT-Z22-Z23-BODF
Testing shot 23 1
predicted value 1 for 23



Predicting
9.450  PLAYER-ONE  PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED TEST-
SHOT-Z22-Z23-CRHI
Testing shot 52 2
predicted value 1 for 52



Predicting
9.850  PLAYER-ONE  PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED 
FINAL-SHOT-SELECTION
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Higher level cognitive abilities and 

problem solving, rules and declarative 

knowledge, Cognitive Architectures

Subsumption –stimulus and 

response rules that responds to 

input and sensing to control 

actuators

Algorithmic 

Approach –

Rule based
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Research Design

• Experimental software development

• Implement a new cognitive module for ACT-R

• Module gives an interpretation of a simulated world.

• Implement multiple ACT-R AI models and have them compete 
head to head

• Implement a suitable simulated environment and scenario

• Base line AI model and enhanced heuristic models for 
comparative testing

• Model with speculative prediction that tests prospective actions 
for positive or negative outcomes

• Statistical analysis of comparative results. 

3. METHODOLOGY  A. Research Design
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Zones



3. METHODOLOGY B. Implementation 
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4. AI MODELLING AND PREDICTION  A. Prediction Models

Three models compared:

1. Random Squash Shot Selection Model

2. Heuristic Squash Shot Selection Model

3. Predictive Squash Shot Selection Model
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  A. Basic Random Shot Selection Model

The first AI model developed was a
random shot selection model. This
created a setup with three or four
equally possible shots for each court
zone for ACT-R to choose with its
production rules. With no additional
conditions in the rules, other than
the court zone, a shot would be chosen
at random from those available.
This model acted as a baseline control.
It was also the only model used during
development and balancing of the simulation
and physics engine.



5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  B. Heuristic Selection Model

The second model was a heuristic model that 

used ACT-R production rules that 

implemented a simple squash strategy, which 

tried to choose shots that would be directed to 

an area of the court where the opponent was 

not present. For example, if the opponent was 

deep in the court (i.e. close to the front wall of 

the court), it would favour a short shot; and if 

the opponent was on the forehand side, it would 

favour a backhand shot. Shot selection rules for 

each zone were implemented using this simple 

strategy. In real squash, this approach is a good 

starting point for any human player.



Heuristic Production Rules in LISP
(p take-shot-z22-z23-StHi-OpSh

=goal>

ISA playing-mode

state    2      ; model is playing?

?command>

state free ; module free to accept command?

=predictive>

ISA spatial-state

special 5 ; shot selection requested?

> intercept-zone-width 1 ; ball is wide?

intercept-zone-depth 2 ; ball is middle of court?

> op-zone-depth 2       ; opponent is short?

==>

+command>

ISA command-packet

req-cmd 4      ; Set Shot

:req-param 51      ; Long High Straight



5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  C. Predictive Selection Model

The predictive model went a step further in
predicting the outcome of shots the AI model
might take. This was done by allowing the AI
model to choose a possible shot before

passing that information to the prediction

module for simulating and predicting its
consequences. The module would simulate
how the shot would play out to predict where
the opponent would be when the shot was
played, and how much difficulty they would
have in then retrieving it and playing a counter
shot. The prediction was based on the same
strategy as the heuristic model, trying to find a

shot that was as far from the opponent as
possible.



Predictive Production Rule
(p test-shot-z22-z23-StHi

=goal>

ISA playing-mode

state    2      ; model is playing?

?command>

state free ; module free to accept command?    
=predictive>

ISA spatial-state

special 5

< prediction-count 4    ; can test more shots?

- registered-shot 51    ; this shot not just tested?

> intercept-zone-width 1 ; ball is wide?

intercept-zone-depth 2 ; ball is middle of court?

==>

+command>

ISA command-packet

req-cmd 5       ; Test Shot

:req-param 51      ; Long High Straight



PredictiveHeuristic



5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  D. Performance

Head to head scores for all models over six hour duration games.

The basic model: 25 rules

The predictive model: 26 

rules.

The heuristic model: 45 rules 

to implement a simple 

shot selection strategy. 



6. CONCLUSION

The results show that, within the 

limitations of the experiment, a 

predictive model – with an ability 

to use simulation to test its own 

actions to determine and evaluate 

their possible outcome – held a 

clear advantage over a model that 

used heuristics to test 

relationships between objects in a 

simulated scenario. 



7. FUTURE WORK

Ongoing research is to use PACT-R in physical

robotics. PACT-R is intended for robotics and

embodied AI. Taking this system into the real

world presents the considerable challenge of

perceiving and simulating at least a small part

of the real world.

Also to use PACT-R in combination with

machine learning.
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